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Ourea’s Strategic Marketing Consultancy will bolster you to en-
hance your firm’s performance through our various innovative ap-
proaches and conceptualized designing skills. We offer following 
Consultation

Strategic
Consultantation

Marketing
Consultation



OUR STRATEGIC CONSULTATION

Ourea provides A to Z organsiational & marketing practices 
to ensure that people would sit up and take note of your 
brand. Your team would be powered by the finest market-
ing strategies to hit business goals !!

We set operational models for your organisation with prior-
ities and goals to boost your efforts for enhancing your 
business.

REDEFINING
 WORKPLACE CULTURE & PROCESSES!!



OUR STRATEGIC CONSULTATION
BOOST YOUR ORGANISATIONAL EFFORTS !!!

We amplify your business by serving you with partnership ecosystem that will support your busi-
ness with our strategy & expertise enabling your clients to get breakthrough results.

Ourea learns about your organization in depth to understand the nature of your services, worth of 
all your achievements, your fortes, your constraints, your members and your ambitions so as to 
create a personalized vision for the firm to accomplish soon and suggest a pathway mission for 
the same. We also build the perfect organizational structure to help you function smoothly and 
maintain the set standard of your firm.



IDENTIFY
We figure the critical issues and obstacles faced 
in the implementation. We scan the potential 
business opportunity and ensure an outer experi-
ence for customer services.

STRATEGIST
Adopting customized, suitable and pitch perfect ap-
proaches to implement your business strategy which 
resonate the mission and vision of the organisational 
system.



ARTICULATE
We prioritize your needs and get a bigger picture. We pay 
attention in understanding the realities versus dreams to 
adopting a low risk path. We also help you build an achiev-
ing team and process to support a consistent revenue 
generation.

STRENGTHEN
Supporting the organizational system with  technology & 
planning. We help you adopt the latest and emerging 
technologies which help you to stand up as an innovative 
organization.



ANALYSIS
We will do comparative analysis with your competitors, 
and SWOT analyse the organization, which will help you 
understand the areas you need to improve to strive the 
competition and suggest you marketing strategies.

PERFOMANCE
Achieving goals and strengthening the employee pro-
ductivity which leads to company success. Make and ex-
ecute smart corporate formulas for employees. Training 
the employees with marketing etiquettes, so that your 
customer service can serve to maintain the perfect 
standard of the company.



TRANSFORM
We analyse and suggest remedial measures for 
organisations facing series of hurdles even after 
the strong technicality with innovative marketing 
approaches. We put forward changes and action 
plans for the steady growth of the firm.

AGILE
We recommend a faster, flexible and more focused 
marketing theory which helps in identifying a quick 
targetable solution to enhance your go to market
strategies. 



OUR MARKETING CONSULTATION

Launching a product or service? Remember that there are 
probably close to a hundred products or services similar to 
yours in the market.

How do you plan to stand out? How are you going to connect 
with your target audience? This is where our Marketing Con-
sultation steps in to create a unique persona for your brand.

HELPING YOU
 SCRIPT A MARKETING REVOLUTION!!



OUR MARKETING CONSULTATION
INNOVATIVE MARKETING PRACTICES

Our consultant guides you with superior marketing practices and give you ideas how to deploy re-
sources to ensure that your business has not heard and seen. Here is a snapshot of the consulta-
tion we provide.

* Remember the service is only advisory and does not involve any implementation.

Here are the snapshots of the consultation we provide. Remember this service is mainly advisory 
and doesn't involve implementation of marketing strategies by us:



CREATING BRAND VALUE FOR YOUR PRODUCT

We will help your product evolve from launch, helping it 
establish itself as a force to reckon with in the industry. 
We will provide the right advice to boost its brand value so 
that your target audience quickly recognizes the product's 
potential.

ESTABLISHING SPACE IN A CROWDED MARKET

We will help you introduce a new product to the market. 
Our thorough research of similar products will provide you 
with insights on the "Dos and Don'ts" while dealing with 
such products.
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EQUIPPING YOUR MARKETING AND SALES AND TRAINING TEAM TO DELIVER THE BEST 
OUTPUT

One of the main reasons why companies approach is because their in-house team doesn't 
have the capability to power long-term marketing campaigns. We will train them to become 
experts in managing high-profile projects that require quality experience and commitment.
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PITCHING ON BEHALF OF THE COMPANY

Often, our marketing consultants step in and pitch on 
behalf of our clients. This is done in do-or-die  scenarios 
where the client doesn't have marketing, communication 
or marketing experts of their own.

NEGOTIATION ON BEHALF OF THE COMPANY TO GET 
BETTER DEALS

Negotiations can make or break a business. Does your 
company have quality negotiators to seal deals? If the 
answer is no, our consultants will step in to fill the void.
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The aim of marketing is to know and under-
stand the customer so well the product or 
service fits him and sells itself."
                                           - Peter Drucker
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AR3 Annex, VI/832 C2 Seaport Airport Road,
Near Vallathol Junction, Thrikkakara,
Ernakulam, Kerala 682 021

0484 295 8466

+91 999 555 7091

www.oureacorp.com

info@oureacorp.com


